Bridgeport Fittings launches new E-Z LOCK® connectors

Two-style solutions make cable installations easier, faster than ever

STRATFORD, Conn. (October 2019): Bridgeport Fitting’s new E-Z LOCK connectors offer contractors superior installation speed in both snap-in and locknut styles. Plus, the connectors’ low-profile, single-barrel design allows for installation in tight, confined spaces.

When optimal installation speed is desired, contractors can use Bridgeport’s ASP line of E-Z LOCK connectors to snap quickly and securely into knockouts. When a traditional locknut installation is preferred, contractors can choose Bridgeport’s 590-DC2 series or duplex 3838-DC2, which come with Bridgeport’s legendary, serrated, and double-sided, locknut. All series utilize a steel, 4-tabbed, inner-locking device that ensures continuity and secure cable support.

All E-Z LOCK connectors are cULus or cETLus listed, for use with AC, AC90, ACG90, MC, MCI-A, HCFMCI-A, and MC-PCS cable. Not only that, both the 39ASP and the 74ASP connectors have just received cETLus listings. The 39ASP features a larger cable range, up to 8/3 and the ¾-inch trade size 74ASP, which is ideal for ½-inch FMC and up to 6/3 cable applications. These connectors will be available in the first quarter of 2020, while Bridgeport’s high-volume connectors, the 38ASP and 590-DC2, are in stock now and ready for immediate shipment.

To learn more about Bridgeport Fittings’ new E-Z LOCK connectors, click the video here.

For further information about Bridgeport’s other solutions that help contractors become more productive on the job site or in the shop, contact: Bridgeport Fittings, Inc., 705 Lordship Blvd., Stratford, CT 06615; Tel: (203) 377-5944; Fax: (203) 381-3488; or visit Bridgeport’s website at http://www.bptfittings.com.
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